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Greetings

from the publisher
Who will change? US/Us or them?

I

usually enjoy this often contradictory
planet of ours and its people, but I
have to say I’m stunned right now. Even
getting on the news sites I normally enjoy
just seemed too much to ask. Leaving
and coming back later didn’t change the
results at all. The election came out the
same every time.
I even wrote several times that Donald Trump could win it. The media kept
saying he would have to change after
winning the primary, then after nomination, and once he was under scrutiny
of the press and faced Hillary Clinton.
He would clear, specific plans. None of
that happened. I wrote that it probably
wouldn’t. Why change your game plan
when, against all odds, you are winning?
Still I was stunned seeing the vote
counts.
I studied how people voted and all
the possibilities that could have shifted
it, but as far as the consequences and
what will come next I didn’t want to go
there anymore. I’m tired of the OMGs.
It was amazing how many things
combined to give us this result. So many
factors, not necessarily by themselves
but together, made a difference.
Think of those who stayed home,
including many black voters, young
voters, Bernie voters, voters confident
Clinton would win and others who
didn’t care. About 43% of all eligible
voters stayed home. That all made a
difference.
Those who voted for Jill Stein made
a difference, or will she be a hero for
uncovering corruption? There were
reports of unrecountable votes eaten by
voting machines.
One interesting graph showed how
the same number of people voted for the
Republican candidate in the last three
presidential elections. On the other side,
however, each of the last three elections
showed a steady drop in the number of

votes the Democrat received. Each race
showed a decline for the Democrats, but
not a rise for the Republican.
One fascinating survey found that
one of every three people who voted
for Trump were not even supporters of
him—they just wanted to shake up the
system and didn’t think he’d win.
If that’s true, a lot of people lost—
more people than the popular vote difference. In some ways it looks like an
election we all lost, doesn’t it? But does
anyone really know yet?
I’m still the guy who looks at the
news and wonders if a reversal is in
the works. I know it’s not likely, but
consider this.
The San Diego Union-Tribune wrote
numerous letters supporting the Electoral College and basically laughed
at all the democrats for forgetting we
are a Republic—we don’t go by the
popular vote. One even suggested we go
back to the way the Founding Fathers
originally had it: that State legislatures
choose US Senators. Enough of this
mob-like democracy stuff. And I agree.
No mobocracy.
But are we forgetting that the American Revolution came in reaction to
nobility, privilege, wealth and a distant
government with an armed force that
occupied us—not in reaction to democracy?
Democracy in those days wasn’t well
thought of. Mob rule was a concern. But
we weren’t running from democracy we
were moving toward it. We wanted a
government closer to the people—not
more distant—just not too close. Isn’t
it clear who they thought they were
protecting us from?
Some who defended the Electoral
College system over a popular vote complained about corruption and money in
politics also.
—continued on page 22
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News & Events
Extreme Weather showing at Fleet Science Center
Weather is an unstoppable force that has been
shaping our planet for millions of years, and is more
powerful than ever.
National Geographic’s Extreme Weather
takes us on a vivid
adventure through
Alaskan glaciers,
immense California
wildfires and deadly
tornadoes in the
Heartland. Follow
researchers and everyday heroes as they uncover surprising connections
that can help us understand how these phenomena
are related and possibly adapt to our ever-changing
weather.
Your guides are National Geographic Emerging Explorer Dr. Erin Pettit, scientist Justin Walker and the
brave men and women of the California Department
of Forestry and Fire Protection.
Extreme Weather is directed and filmed by Sean
Casey, star of Discovery Channel’s hit television
series Storm Chasers. Extreme Weather showcases
breathtaking cinematography, reflecting Casey’s lifelong immersion in the world of giant-screen nature
documentaries. “I’ve always had a fascination with
weather,” says Casey. “We wanted to go into the field

Yes, we do judge a book by its cover.
Get the best—affordably.

Y

our book design should be as compelling as the ideas it
conveys. Publishing your novels, memoirs and stories is
surprisingly easy—and amazingly affordable—and I can take
you through the whole process. With a high-quality design
and typography, there’s nothing like having your own gorgeous book in your hands. Find out how to take advantage of
Amazon’s on-demand printing to get a paperback completed
in a short time with a small budget.
A graphic designer for nearly 30 years, my clients include
the San Diego Natural History Museum, Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland, The Life Connection and
many others. I specialize in getting authors’ books onto
Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and other publishing
platforms. I design the covers, interior, and can do all the work
of getting your precious publication out to the world. Full
design and editing services are available for all your needs.

Tim Brittain: 619-421-6344WZEULW#FR[QHW
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and capture amazing imagery. The 150-foot flames,
the 400-foot wall of ice falling, the tornadoes—there’s
a majesty to all of that. The way I see it, Extreme
Weather lives at the crossroads of beauty and destruction.”
Narrated by Emmy Award®-winning actor Michael
C. Hall (“Dexter,” “Six Feet Under”).
Extreme Weather can be seen at Fleet Science Center 1875 El Prado San Diego, CA 92101 (619) 2381233. Buy tickets online at www.rhfleet.org

IMAX film Beautiful Planet
A Beautiful Planet is a breathtaking portrait of Earth
from space, providing a unique perspective and increased
understanding of our planet. Enjoy breathtaking, neverbefore-seen views of Earth at night from space and watch
the aurora borealis light up. See the natural beauty of
land to sea, and experience the power of
storms, fires and volcanic activity.
Ta k e a j o u r n e y
through our spectacular Galaxy from
the eyes of astronauts
aboard the international Space Station,
while being guided by
Academy Award winner Jennifer Lawrence. Made in cooperation with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
the film features stunning footage of our magnificent blue
planet—and the effects humanity has had on it over time
From space, Earth blazes at night with the electric
intensity of human expansion—a direct visualization
of our changing world. As we continue to explore and
gain knowledge of our galaxy, we also develop a deeper
connection to the place we all call home. It is within our
power to protect the planet.
From IMAX Entertainment and Toni Myers—the
acclaimed filmmaker behind celebrated IMAX® documentariesBlue Planet, Hubble and Space Station—A
Beautiful Planet presents an awe-inspiring view of Earth
and a hopeful look into the future of humanity. Rated G.
Beautiful Planet can be seen at Fleet Science Center
1875 El Prado San Diego, CA 92101 (619) 238-1233.
Buy tickets online at www.rhfleet.org

TLC Columnist Penelope Young-Andrade, LCSW,
sent a letter to a couple of members of her family after the
US election and has shared it with us. If you don’t know
about the Snopes site she is talking about do yourself a
favor and take a look. We get a lot of emails based on
one of the numerous “fake news” site that have received
a lot of press lately.
I just heard a report on NPR that featured a whole industry in Macedonia that hired young English-speaking
students who knew computers. They could take a couple
of different stories and rewrite them dozens of different
ways to get hits online. Facts didn’t matter. What they
discovered was everything bad about Hilary Clinton
and anything about Donald Trump attracted readers
and made them money.
When you see something questionable that you want
to verify, it’s a good place to look. Here is Penelope’s
personal experience of it.
—Steve Hays, publisher
Happy Thanksgiving! Arturo and I hope you and
your families are well. We send love and good wishes.
We are preparing to spend Thanksgiving at our cabin
in Kernville (near the Golden Trout Wilderness!) I am
writing today to respond to the email you sent about the
cost of illegal immigration. Unfortunately, much of what
is reported in that email it is not factual, starting with
that the facts in it were first published in the LA Times.
My source for this disputation of those facts is Snopes.
I don’t know if either of you would agree that Snopes
(independent fact checkers of urban legends) is a source
you could trust, but if you look through each item, you
will soon see that Snopes has very carefully and specifically separated the lies, distortions, and partial truths,
from the occasional kernels of truth in the email you
sent. Here is the link: http://www.snopes.com/politics/
immigration/taxes.asp.
The worst part of this election for me is that those of
us on different ends of the political spectrum no longer
share a base of factual reality. We live in different universes. How can we have productive discussions about
how to solve the major problems our country faces when
we don’t agree on the facts about immigration, health
care, climate change?
What we have instead is a blurring of entertainment
and serious reporting leading to a barrage of shocking
reports. When TV, radio, and social media hosts’ intentions are primarily to entertain—rather than be purveyors of truth—they continually foment upset. While
this is good for getting more eyeballs, ears, and market
share, it is not good for our country. I’m imagining that
we would have much more fruitful conversations about

what we need to do next as a country if we started with
an agreement about what the truth of the situation is.
(One sign of hope for me is that Facebook and other
social media sites are beginning to crack down on fake
news masquerading as real news.)
Sigh. I am hoping that someone in our ingenious country will soon come up with a clearing house of facts that
we can all, right and left, agree upon! A Google search
reveals 5 sites considered are best for fact checking:
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/true-5-factcheckingwebsites/ (FYI Snopes is one of them!) But I wonder if
either of you would trust any of those 5 sites? If not I
wonder what kind of credentials you would need to trust
a source’s reporting? I’m genuinely interested.
One thing I know for sure, our country is too great,
too good, and too important to the world to not be
able to solve this dilemma of finding common ground
about facts. I don’t know how this will happen, but I
know it will.
If I could see you in person now, I would give you
each a hug and gratefully receive one back from you.
Love, Penelope

FREE LISTINGS
=ĸŕŤď÷ŕ÷ŚŤĸĉ 2016

How about a free online Calendar listing?

# 4 won’t be free every month, but
we want you to try out our new
online calendar and use the
submission form we’ve designed.
More details are one page 2ǖ.
(We also want you to take a look at our
new website)
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Life on Earth
An interview with Mike Dooley with an
excerpt from his new book
Mike Dooley’s new
book, Life on Earth:
Understanding Who
We Are, How We Got
Here, and What May
Lie Ahead was just
released in November
2016 by HayHouse.
Mike is the founder of
a philosophical Adventurers Club called
TUT that’s now home
to over 500,000 members from over 182
countries. His inspirational books have
been published in 25
languages and he was
one of the featured
teachers in the international phenomenon, The Secret. Today Mike is
best known for his free Notes from the Universe
e-mailings and his New York Times bestsellers Infinite Possibilities: The Art of Living Your Dreams
and Leveraging the Universe: 7 Steps to Engaging
Life’s Magic. Find out more at tut.com.

Q: Your book title is Life on Earth: Understanding
Who We Are, How We Got Here, and What May
Lie Ahead. So, who are we, how did we get here,
and what does lie ahead?
We are eternal, spiritual beings, on earth by choice, at
an early ebb in the spiritual evolution of our kind. We
each chose to be exactly who we now are, possessing
the dreams we now have and the challenges we presently face, for the reasons of learning and joy. Among
the things we wanted to understand: love is a given, not
an option; our thoughts are the key to living the life of
our wildest dreams; and no matter how things appear,
our eternal salvation is ensured.
Accordingly, what lies ahead is what we choose.
8 | The Life Connection
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Q: What is the ultimate reason for life
on earth?
To be who we have
now chosen to be, for
the fun of it, for the
love of it. To explore
reality as the unknown
creators we are. And
every step of the way
we will expand the infinite nature of God.

Q: What is the biggest misunderstanding people have about
life?
Too many people,
almost everyone, thinks
either life is a test or it’s
an accident – neither
scenario is empowering; to the contrary, both are defeatist. The majority of
people, so far, simply don’t think for themselves, so I
give readers the tools to do so and invite them to look
within for the answers that will set them free to live
deliberately and create consciously.

Q: You talk about the illusions of time and space—
what are they and how can we see through them?
They are the props that set the stage for our lives,
making it possible to fleetingly believe in the exotic and
thrilling lies of “have” versus “have not,” here versus
there, now versus then, all to inspire passion and desire,
sending us into motion, from which we can play out our
dramas, fall in love, be loved, and learn who we are.
Seeing through the illusions means understanding
that they are illusions, more than transcending them.
Not walking on water, but finally understanding that
what we dwell upon, speak about, and move with is
further drawn into our lives. Grasping that we have
power over the illusions; “dominion over all things.”
Those we don’t like, we can change. Those we love, we
can make more of.

Q: Why does life feel so challenging sometimes? So
confusing? So scary?

Because we don’t know the
truth about who we are, where
we are, why we are, and what
can come next—the whole
point of this book.

a given, not an option; your
thoughts hold the key to living
the life of your wildest dreams;
and no matter how things appear, your eternal salvation is
ensured.

Q: How can this book help
someone who is feeling stuck?

See? You should try it. Some
call it automatic writing, except
for me it’s not so automatic. And
I rarely write any of it down, unless it’s in my journal, in which
case I usually sit long hours after
scribbling a question, staring at
blank pages, waiting for a reply.
But when it arrives, shiver-metimbers, suddenly where there
was once confusion, there’s clarity, and sometimes, it’s so good
I laugh out loud.

It will help them to seize
each day before them and no
longer refrain from giving their
power away to fate, whimsy, or
a God who supposedly picks
and chooses who gets what
and when.

Q: How can we make the
most of our time on earth?
By following our hearts,
using our minds, and enjoying
the journey.

From Life on Earth
I’ve lived my life through
questions. Asking about almost everything—aliens,
UFOs, yetis, ghosts, the pyramids, time travel, God,
hypnosis, and mind-power—but mostly questions like
What the hell are we doing here? And then everyone
dies? Gone forever? Why bother? What’s the point? To
be tested, judged, and sentenced?
And my questions . . . get answered. Wisely. Really
wisely. Used to scare me. In the beginning, I didn’t know
how they were answered, when, or by whom. Years
later, well into the phenomenon, it dawned on me to
ask that question too. And, yeah, I was answered. More
on that in a bit.
To this day, my “knowingness” usually arrives invisibly, unannounced, somewhere in the span of weeks or
months after I first pose the question; when necessary,
I can expect and get an answer while I wait, same day.
Some folks see dead people, others go out-of-body,
and I . . . I get answers. Admittedly this “gift” might not
sound as impressive as meeting Beethoven, hypothetically, or soaring through time and space like Jonathan
Livingston Seagull, but at my age, already having had
the chance to ask pretty much all of my most profound
and piercing questions, I can tell you, it’s damn cool. I’d
even choose it over meeting Beethoven and time travel.
For example, I ask, “What the hell are we here for?”
And I get the answer:
You are eternal, spiritual beings, on earth by choice,
at an early ebb in the spiritual evolution of your kind.
You each chose to be exactly who you now are, possessing the dreams you now have and the challenges
you presently face, for the reasons of learning and joy.
Among the things you wanted to understand: love is

As you awaken to the truths
summoned by your questions
and the reasons you chose this
lifetime, you’ll move on to new and presently unimaginable heights of peace, fulfillment, and joy. You are
ultimately destined to discover your power and accept
its responsibilities, but how and when you achieve
these, in this incarnation or the future, is what makes
each lifetime the greatest adventure of all. Similarly,
the deciding factor in whether or not you and your
civilization will succeed this time is the rate at which
you choose to open your hearts and minds to embrace
your spiritual nature.
In the meantime, every day you’re pushed on to
greatness, inclined to succeed, on a conscious planet,
with inner default settings of abundance, health, happiness, and the ability to manifest whatever your heart
may ever desire.
For a very long time, I preferred thinking it was my
—continued on page 18
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Removing specific fears from the brain
“The challenge then was to find a way to reduce
or remove the fear memory, without ever consciously
evoking it.”
Ben Seymour
We live in a time stress and uncertainty, and for some
in the world, a lot of fear. For some this is very deepseated and not easily remedied.
Now there is a new approach to removing fears based
on recent research that comes from the University of
Cambridge (London). A method good for people with
severe problems was discovered by researchers that removes specific fears from the brain, using a combination
of artificial intelligence and brain scanning technology.
The technique, published in the inaugural edition of
Nature Human Behaviour, could lead to a new way of
treating patients with conditions such as post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) and phobias.
Fear related disorders affect around one in 14 people
and place considerable pressure on mental health services. Currently, a common approach is for patients to
undergo some form of aversion therapy, in which they
confront their fear by being exposed to it in the hope
they will learn that the thing they fear isn’t harmful after
all. However, this therapy is inherently unpleasant, and
many choose not to pursue it. Now a team of neuroscientists from the University of Cambridge, Japan and the
USA, has found a way of unconsciously removing a fear
memory from the brain.
The team developed a method to read and identify
a fear memory using a new technique called ‘Decoded
Neurofeedback.’ The technique used brain scanning to
monitor activity in the brain, and identify complex patterns of activity that resembled a specific fear memory.
In the experiment, a fear memory was created in healthy
volunteers by administering a brief electric shock when
they saw a certain computer image. When the pattern
was detected, the researchers over-wrote the fear memory
by giving their experimental subjects a reward.
Dr. Ben Seymour, of the University of Cambridge’s
Engineering Department, was one of the authors on the
study. He explained the process:
“The way information is represented in the brain is
very complicated, but the use of artificial intelligence
(AI) image recognition methods now allow us to iden10 | The Life Connection
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tify aspects of the
content of that information…. The
challenge then was
to find a way to reduce or remove the fear memory, without ever consciously evoking it.
“We realised that even when the volunteers were
simply resting, we could see brief moments when the
pattern of fluctuating brain activity had partial features
of the specific fear memory, even though the volunteers
weren’t consciously aware of it.”
By continuously connecting subtle patterns of brain
activity linked to the electric shock with a small reward,
the scientists hoped to gradually and unconsciously override the fear memory.
Scan of brain showing information associated with a fear
memory Credit Ai Koizumi
Dr. Ai Koizumi, of the Advanced Telecommunicatons
Research Institute International, Kyoto and Centre
of Information and Neural Networks, Osaka, led the
research:
“In effect, the features of the memory that were previously tuned to predict the painful shock, were now being
re-programmed to predict something positive instead.”
Research showed that volunteers were able to reduce the
fear memory without the ever consciously experiencing
the fear memory in the process.
While this initial study was relatively small, the team
hopes the technique can be developed into a clinical
treatment for patients with PTSD or phobias.
“To apply this to patients, we need to build a library
of the brain information codes for the various things that
people might have a pathological fear of, say, spiders”
adds Dr. Seymour. Then, in principle, patients could have
regular sessions of Decoded Neurofeedback to gradually
remove the fear response these memories trigger.”
Such a treatment could have major benefits over traditional drug based approaches. Patients could also avoid
the stress associated with exposure therapies.
Koizumi et al. visit www.nature.com/articles/s41562016-0006 Nature Human Behaviour. Or visit www.cam.
ac.uk/research/news/reconditioning-the-brain-to-overcome-fear for the overview this article was taken from.

alcohol consumption, smoking, lack of physical activity
and excessive electronic media use, among others.
This is alarming as insufficient sleep has been found
to be associated with a range of negative health and
social outcomes, including success at school and in the
labour market. Over the last few decades, for example,
there has been growing evidence suggesting a strong
association between short sleep duration and elevated
mortality risks.
Given the potential adverse effects of insufficient sleep
on health, well-being and productivity, the consequences
of sleep deprivation have far-reaching economic consequences. Hence, in order to raise awareness of the scale
of insufficient sleep as a public-health issue, comparative
quantitative figures need to be provided for policy- and
decision-makers, as well as recommendations and potential solutions that can help tackling the problem.
The US sustains by far the highest economic losses (up
to $411 billion a year) due to the size of its economy,
followed by Japan (up to $138 billion a year).
However, the relative numbers show that the estimated loss for Japan is actually higher than for the US

Sleep Deprevation Costing US Ecomomy $$$
The Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
in the United States has declared insuffi-cient sleep a
‘public health problem’. Indeed, according to a recent
CDC study, more than a third of American adults are
not getting enough sleep on a regular basis.
According to researchers at the not-for-profit research
organisation RAND Europe, part of the RAND Corporation, sleep deprivation leads to a higher mortality
risk and lower productivity levels among the workforce,
putting a significant damper on a nation’s economy. Access the report at: http://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1791.html
However, insufficient sleep is not exclusively a US
problem, and equally concerns other industrialised
countries such as the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany,
or Canada. According to some evidence, the proportion
of people sleeping less than the recommended hours of
sleep is rising and associated with lifestyle factors related
to a modern 24/7 society, such as psychosocial stress,

—continued page 21

\\\ Transformational Talk ///

Undoing aloneness
During the Holidays
BY PENELOPE YOUNG ANDRADE, LCSW

D

o you know how to undo aloneness during the holidays?
For many the glitter and glow of holidays cast a shadow
of unfulfilled hopes in family/and love relationships. With
media continually displaying cozy scenes, taking stock of
your own situation is often painful. Finding comfort can be
a challenge.
Here’s the tip: First, acknowledge your feelings. Tell yourself the truth about any emptiness and/or isolation, even if
you think you ‘shouldn’t’ be feeling that way. Second, look
pointedly past your ever-present list of family and others
who haven’t made you a priority for those who have. Scan
your inner list for people who get you, appreciate you, love
you. They are there! Reach out to someone on the list to
find time soon to be together in person, on the phone, or
in a video chat.
Next, take a risk and be vulnerable. Reveal even a little

bit of how you are really feeling. Ask your companion how
they’re managing holidays. It’s very likely they have their
own sore places. Sharing shoulders, hugs and tender
listening with each other can provide a soft landing for
bruised hearts.
Finally, make sure you are being kind to yourself during
these difficult days. If you are shaming, blaming or criticizing yourself, look for the sad, mad, scared feelings that
lie beneath. Allow emotion to move briefly through your
body. Watch for the relief that always ensues. Focus on
the relief and hold yourself tenderly in your own arms until
you sense your connection to life return. You are loved. ©
Penelope Young Andrade LCSW, EmotionalmedicineRx.com,
penelopeyandrade@gmail.com, Twitter @EmotionalRx,
858-481-5752.

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Calendar
December
03 | Saturday
ENCINITAS HOLIDAY PARADE
Thousands of people will be on floats and in bands
with tens of thousands more cheering them on as
the 2016 Encinitas Holiday Parade rolls along Coast
Highway 101 on Saturday, December 3rd. The parade
begins at 5:30 PM. It is preceded by a 5:00 PM tree
lighting ceremony with a brief appearance by Santa at
the Lumberyard .The parade theme is “Encinitas86!”
Encinitas celebrates 30 years since becoming a City
in 1986. Coast Highway 101 5-7:30pm
LITTLE ITALY TREE LIGHTING
This holiday season, sidewalks in Little Italy will be
filled with holiday cheer for
the 18th Annual Little Italy
Tree Lighting and Christmas
Village on Saturday, Dec. 3
from 4:00 to 8:00 PM. Families, friends and visitors will
be able to experience two
Tree Lightings for the first
time this year, a Christmas
Village with seasonal vendors, festive décor, live mu-

sic and entertainment, holiday treats, Santa Claus
and more.

09–23 | Friday - Friday
THE NUTCRACKER
Feel the magic of the holidays at a performance of City
Ballet of San Diego’s award winning production of The
Nutcracker accompanied by the City Ballet Orchestra
and Chorus. As you come into the grand lobby of the
historic Spreckels Theater, you will be charmed by a
chorus of carolers bringing you the joyful songs of the
season. 121 Broadway, San Diego www.cityballet.org

10 | Saturday
OCEANSIDE HARBOR PARADE OF LIGHTS
Fishing boats, sail boats, yachts, kayaks and dingys
dressed up in holiday swag circle the Oceanside
Harbor to enchant onlookers at the harbor, restaurants
and beach. Many of the boats feature people dressed
up like Santa waving to the crowd. One of the best
viewing spots is along the side of the Oceanside
Harbor near the fishing dock (you can see the parade
twice).7-9pm. FREE, www.oceansideyc.net

11 | Sunday
Celebrate
His 1813th
Birthday at
the Babaji
Temple

Happy Holidays

All welcome! Sunday, Dec.11, at 12:00 noon.
Babaji Maha Puja (devotional service) in the style
of the deathless master’s South Indian birthplace.
Followed by birthday cake prasadam, chanting of
Babaji’s Maha Mantra. Babaji Yoga Sangam,11152
Arco Drive, Escondido. 760-317-5910

All Are Welcome
Rev. Suze e Wehunt & Guest Speaker Mary Lawrence Hard, RScP

Inspira on Topics Every Sunday
7951 University Ave, La Mesa
9:15am Medita on 10:00am Celebra on Service

LIVE INTERNET BROADCAST - www.OmSpiritualCenter.org

FRIDAY EVENING - Dec 23rd
7951 University Ave, La Mesa
7PM Christmas Program , Music & Candle Ligh ng

LIVE INTERNET BROADCAST - www.OmSpiritualCenter.org

START OFF 2017
WITH A BANG!
Inspira onal Sunday Program
Jan 1st 10 AM PLUS A FREE

“Build Your 2017 Dreams”
Workshop

12 | The Life Connection

13 | Tuesday — Full Moon
19 | Monday
POINSETTIA BOWL GASLAMP MARCH
Festivities for the 2016 San Diego County Credit Union
Poinsettia Bowl kick off in downtown San Diego’s
Historic Gaslamp Quarter at the Carrier Johnson +
Culture Gaslamp March in Horton Plaza Park Amphitheater. Marching bands and spirit squads from the
participating universities will showcase their musical
talent in a heart-pounding Battle of the Bands at a new
location this year! The event is free for spectators.
Bands begin playing at 6-8pm. Gaslamp, San Diego

19 | Sunday
SAN DIEGO POINSETTIA BOWL
The SDCCU Poinsettia Bowl delivers exciting football action and spectacular pageantry. This year, the
game is preceded by Dexcom WinterFest, a brand
new FREE San Diego holiday tailgating experience
complete with winter-themed activities and music for
the family. Game starts at 4pm at Qualcomm Stadium

21 | Wednesday—
Winter Solstice
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25 | Sunday—Christmas
• Hanukkah begins
26 | Monday—Kwanzaa
28 | Wednesday —
New Moon

December Weekly
Mondays
INT’L COL OF HOLISTIC STUDIES OPEN HOUSE
Miraculous Monday happens once a month, on the
first Monday of every month. We have an open house
followed by a guest speaker, then at the end we offer
a FREE chair massages to our guests. On the first
Monday of every month (unless it falls on a holiday).
International College of Holistic Studies, 1500 State
St., SD 92101. www.ITCOHS.com 858-581-9460

Wednesdays
DEEP SOUND MEDITATION AT CIHS
Every Wednesday from 6:30pm at California Institute
for Human Science. 701 Garden View Court Encinitas,
CA 92024 - $10 For more info email: deepdeoja@
gmail.com

Thursdays
TWIN HEARTS MEDITATION
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7:00pm – 8:30pm at the
Myo-Sei Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call (888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at
www.goddessenterprises.net

January
01 | Sunday—
New Year’s Day

12 | Thursday — Full Moon
15–22 | Sunday — Sunday
SAN DIEGO RESTAURANT WEEK
For eight days, over 180 participating restaurants
team up with local distributors to bring diners an unforgettably fresh feast for the senses. Vegetables and
fruits that travel only a handful of miles (as opposed to
a handful of days) shine brightly in vibrant and flavorful cuisines carefully crafted by San Diego chefs who
are eager to continue San Diego’s growing legacy of
one of the United State’s hottest dining destinations.
For more info visit www.sandiegorestaurantweek.com

28 | Saturday — New Moon
Find more listings at
LifeConnectionMagazine.com

FREE
E CAL LISITIN
NG
HOW ABOUT A FREE ONLINE
CALENDAR LISTING?
We want you to try out out new online
calendar—and see our new site.
It won’t be free every month, but we want
you to try out out new online calendar form
and tell us what you think.

Classified
Astrology
ASTROLOGY READINGS
Empowerment. Map Healthy Relationships with self
and others. 760-310-8974 lorienalia.com

Barter

Your feed back on the process isn’t
required, but is helpful to us.

ITEX
Barter
is
Smarter

Offer is good for the rest of 2016 for one
listing in November and/or December 2016.
Fill out the submission form we’ve
designed online, submit it and we will
approve and post it.
There are 3 calendar sizes. The free size
is approximately 300 characters long
and includes a photo or graphic (that you
provide).

Go to
LifeConnectionMagazine.com/
calendar-submissions.html

FREE LUNCH & LEARN MONDAY & THURSDAY
Please join & RSVP at www.mylunchnetwork.com
Hosted by Art Kaliel 760.613.6412

Business Opportunity
LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS PARTNER TO BUILD
an Apitherapy Wellness Clinic in Mexico. I have the
Federal, State and Municipal License and required
working permits to open a clinic anywhere in Mexico
also the experience in treating all illnesses. We can do:
Eboo, Rife, Rick Simson, IV, scorbic Acid, Glutation,
Electromagnetic Therapy....and more. Ruben Castillo
619/254 4455

Graphic Design

Subm
mittiingg CAL & CFFD Ads

SOMETIMES YOU DO
JUDGE A BOOK

LISTINGS—$1. per word (includes first line
in bold) $10 minimum per ad. Count phone
numbers as 1 word. Count Websites & email
addresses as 3 words.
Make sure to specify the category or date.
Don’t count that in the total words.
LISTINGS IN BOLD cost an additional 20%
Pay for 2 months in advance and receive a
third month FREE (on listings above only—
not on ads that have photos or logos).
LISTINGS with PHOTO or LOGO cost $25
plus $1. per word for each month run.

BY ITS COVER
Your book design should be
as compelling as the ideas it
conveys. I’ve been a professional graphic designer since
1989. My clients include the
San Diego Natural History
Museum, Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland and many others. I specialize in getting authors’
books onto Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and
other publishing platforms. I’m known for loyalty, and
have a long history of working with complex scientific
publications as well as novels, poetry, etc. I design the
covers, interior, and can do all the work of getting your
precious publication out to the world. Full editing and
website design services also available. Tim Brittain:
619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

ship now available in North County and in general
San Diego areas. Call Hugh Clark at 619-415-5390.

Need a Little Help
WE NEED A LITTLE HELP AROUND SAN DIEGO
It’s tough for us, as a publication, to know when to
restock The Life Connection. If you live or shop in San
Diego County we’d like you to help us keep stocked
with TLC magazines where ever you pick it up. You
can help by letting us know when they are gone, or
by getting copies from us and restocking. AND we are
also always looking for new spots to deliver if you have
ideas. Emails us: call Steve at 760-631-1177 or email
lifeconnectionmagazine@gmail.com. Thank you.

Personal Growth
ARELATIONSHIPGURU.COM
Sliding scale.

Harmonie
Development

Do you desire to live the best life possible? Let your
inner guidance follow the path to clarity. Learn to implement wellness, nutrition, and yoga into your everyday
life. Step-by-step tutorials showing you just how easy
it can be. 33 Day Program to get in touch with your
true self. Specializing in relaxation techniques for
surgery and cancer patients too. www.harmoniedevelopment.com. / harmoniedevelop@gmail.com

Room For Rent
ROOM RENTAL
Beautiful Office/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners. Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in
Encinitas on the campus of the California Institute for
Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego
888-226-4325; E-MAIL INFO@PRANICHEALINGSD.COM

Vegan Classes
Marina
Yanay-Triner
Soul in
the Raw

ADS ONLINE cost an additional $10.
PAYMENT — email the ad and call with
credit card info, or mail both the ad & check
to us at the PO Box 1278, Vista 92085.
Please submit ads before the 15th of the
month preceding publication. Late ads may
be accepted if there is room, but there is a
late fee of $5. Sorry, but no ads dictated over
the phone. Thank you!

LifeConnectionMagazine
@gmail.com

Health
SAVE 10% ! TRANSFORMYOURHEALTH.COM
Sign-up for our free “TransformYourHealth Insider’s
Club” E-Newsletter & receive 10% off promo code for
your next online or phone order. Save up to 60% off
on premium whole-food, organic, raw, vegan supplement brands! www.transformyourhealth.com/newslettersingle.htm

Home Repair
HANDYMAN — OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Does your home need Cabinetry, Carpentry, Electrical
Work, Plumbing, Tiling or Painting? Quality workman-

Raw vegan health coach and raw food expert in
San Diego. I teach monthly classes. The schedule is
updated on: www.soulintheraw.com. Contact email
rawsoulnutritionist@gmail.com

Web Design
IS YOUR WEBSITE OUT OF DATE?
The web is evolving. Your website should evolve along
with it. Affordably. Learn more and visit our portfolio at
http://bentonwebs.com Call Todd at 760-731-4855 or
email todd@bentonwebs.com for a free assessment
and consultation.

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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By Steve Hays

“I Love You in a Place Where There’s
No Place or Time”
As fas as great lyrics go, how can you beat that?

his message, as if he saying, remember this?
Songs were like that in the ’60s and ’70s. Songwriter’s
had a lot to write about—a lot to say during those times
of conflict.

“I love for my life, you were a friend of mine,” it goes
on.
While he had some great lyrics too, Russell was a
That’s from “A Song For You,” written by Leon Rus- pianist/guitarist/entertainer. He began playing in night
sell who passed on at 74 on Nov. 13. Almost a week after clubs when he was 14. Since he was from Oklahoma, a
musician Leonard Cohen passed at 82 on Nov. 7.
dry state, he could play in night clubs, which gave him
Both Leon and Leonard had songs worth remembering an early start.
and revisiting. Great gifts to us.
He became a studio musician playing backup or reMany fans—and Russell too—considered it his signa- cording with people such as Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra,
ture song. When he was inducted into the Rock and Roll the Everly Brothers, Phil Specter, Delany & Bonnie,
Hall of Fame in 2011 he said every
and worked on on every Beach Boys
songwriter wants to get one song just
album.
right, and that was his.
He organized a tour for Joe Cocker
Coincidentally I was recently watchand his Mad Dogs & Englishmen
ing a three-year-old movie on Netflix
group and made a movie of it. Needand it played in the background. The
less to say I enjoyed him.
list of other artists who also recorded
Russell was the upbeat, wild enterit is way too long to mention. Whitney
tainer who often appeared with aviaHouston, The Carpenters, Willie Neltor glasses, top hat, and muti-colored
son and Ray Charles were a few.
T-shirts to go with his long hair and
Go to YouTube and type in “Elton
beard.
John Leon Russell tribute” and you’ll
When with Joe Cocker and Mad
get a great 14-minute taste or review
Dogs & Englishmen, Russell played at
of Russell. There you’ll hear him say
Woodstock. Leonard Cohen did not.
that he was lying in the gutter of the
As much as Russel was upbeat and
highway of life when along came Elpulse-rising, Leonard Cohen was laidton John to lift him up.
back and mellow—about as mellow as
Leon Russell, 1972
The video shows John telling how
one can get.
Russell had the greatest impact on his music and style.
He also put a lot of messages into his lyrics. He was norPart of it: picture pianists in wild, flamboyant costumes. mally the subdued poet, appearing in a more traditional
Compared to Cohen especially, Russell had a more get- hat and coat jacket and held a mic—not an instrument.
up-and-go tempo. “Delta Lady” showed that side of him His instrument was his deep, low voice that seemed to
and “Lady Blue” his more mellow side. Both “Roll Away vibrate through you.
the Stone” and “Hummingbird” were fun to revisit. The
He wasn’t there, but did say that Woodstock impacted
former a little irreverent, but who wasn’t in the early ’70s. him. Seeing that turnout and appetite for music speaking
I had fun revisiting the lyrics at AZLyrics.com or view- of an alternative lifestyle made a lot of people notice.
ing the YouTube videos. reading.
He did play at a Woodstock offshoot in 1970 at the
I always liked “Stranger in a Strange Land.” Good Aix-en-Provence Festival, arriving onstage atop a white
message to notice there. (Leaders take us far away from horse. Not the normal entrance, especially for him.
ecology/ With mythology and astrology/ Have got some
Reviewing his lyrics, that might be a good way for him
to say/ About how we live today/ Why can’t we learn to to arrive today—if he could. By leaving now, maybe he
love each other/ It’s time to turn a new face/ To the whole too was saying take another look at what I was saying.
world wide human race/ Stop the money chase.) He wrote
Deeply spiritual, he frequently commented on society
that in 1971, but it fits into today’s world just as easily. and justice.
Leon’s good-bye? His passing at least brings attention to
A couple of years ago he said he thought his songs
14 | The Life Connection
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might fit today more than when he wrote them. While his
songs were often in a more monotone and morose style, no
doubt his message made people think, feel and question.
One of his best in that vein was
“Everybody Knows” with “Everybody knows that the dice are
loaded/ Everybody rolls with their
fingers crossed/ Everybody knows
that the war is over/ Everybody
knows the good guys lost/ Everybody knows the fight was fixed/
The poor stay poor, the rich get
rich/ That’s how it goes/ Everybody
knows.” He also wrote a lot about
relationships, love and life, not just
society.

You want it darker.)
One song I want to recommend that I always make
sure to listen to when I visit him is “My, Oh My.” Not for
any political reasons written about
here, but just because it always feels
good to listen to it: “Loved you for
a little while, didn’t have to try.”
The song that fits so well today
that I referred to above was called
“Democracy.” Judy Collins released an album by the same name
that contained almost solely songs
by Cohen.
The “Democracy” song seems
more like a ’60s and ’70s song, but
then again, the period we are in
now seem more like that turbulent
Ring the bell that still can ring
time than any other time I have
Forget your perfect offering
lived through. They were a little
There’s a crack in everything;
irreverent, nothing as extreme as
Leonard Cohen, not long ago.
That’s how the light gets in
today’s presidential elections of
—from “Anthem” by L. Cohen
course—but certainly uncertain and unpredictable.
Here’s some of “Democracy.” Another lament, but with
Some of the more magical and whimsical were in his hope for the future.
earlier albums, such as “Songs of Leonard Cohen.” They
It’s coming through a hole in the air,
were more enchanting than his later pieces, which were
from
those nights in Tiananmen Square.
often very poignant. The earlier ones include “Winter
It’s coming from the feel
Lady,” “Suzanne,” “Sisters of Mercy,” and “Hey, That’s
that this ain’t exactly real,
No Way to Say Goodbye.”
or it’s real, but it ain’t exactly there.
On “Teachers” we sang: “I met a man who lost his
From the wars against disorder,
mind/ in some place I had to find/ follow me the wise man
from the sirens night and day,
said, but be walked behind.”
from the fires of the homeless,
One of my favorites was “One of Us Cannot Be
from the ashes of the gay:
Wrong.” I always smiled listening to those lyrics. “I lit
Democracy
is coming to the U.S.A.
a thin green candle, to make you jealous of me. But the
It’s coming through a crack in the wall;
room just filled up with mosquitos, they heard my body
on a visionary flood of alcohol;
was free.”
from the staggering account
One of his many later songs/poems that was popular
of the Sermon on the Mount
was “Dance Me to the End of Love. “A Thousand Kisses
which I don’t pretend to understand at all.
Deep” is sad and full of images of a tough life. “Boogie
It’s coming from the silence
Street” a great duet with Tara Hugo is hard to listen to
on the dock of the bay,
only once. Intricate piece.
from
the
brave, the bold, the battered
Just listening to him recite Paul Simon’s “Sound of Siheart of Chevrolet:
lence” is moving. His deep voice just seems to enter your
Democracy is coming to the U.S.A.
space and imbue you with his message.
and:
Nice that doesn’t have to be said in the past tense. It’s
It’s coming to America first,
still available.
the cradle of the best and of the worst.
His spiritual side often came out as disappointment
It’s here they got the range
in mankind. “Hallelujah” was very popular as was “I’m
and
the machinery for change
Your Man.” It amazed me when I researched this to find
and
it’s
here
they got the spiritual thirst.
I know so many of his songs. I would not have listed him
It’s here the family’s broken
as one of my favorites. I never waited of a new album
and it’s here the lonely say
from him, but see now how much I appreciate his music.
that the heart has got to open
Cohen’s last album was released in 2016 and starts with
in a fundamental way:
“You Want It Darker.” (If you are the healer, I’m broken
Democracy is coming to the U.S.A.
and lame/ If thine is the glory, mine must be the shame/
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Dear EarthTalk:

What kinds of changes to federal
environmental policies can we expect to
see from Donald Trump when he assumes
the presidency?
—D. Shelley, Boulder, CO

L

ike many Americans, environmentalists are alarmed
at the results of the 2016 election. What worries
them most is Trump’s call for reneging on the landmark
Paris climate accord which secured commitments from
the world’s largest polluters to scale back emissions. The
agreement just went into force and the U.S. is committed to it for four years, but Trump insiders report The
Donald may try to submit the agreement for ratification
by an unsympathetic Senate (Obama has maintained
ratification isn’t necessary) in efforts to derail U.S. participation.
“If Trump yanks the United States out of the Paris
agreement, the deal won’t die, but momentum could
wane,” reports Brad Plumer on Vox.com. “One can
imagine China and India deciding they don’t need to
push nearly as hard on clean energy if the world’s richest and most powerful country doesn’t care. At best,
progress would slow. At worst, the entire arrangement
could collapse, and we set out on a path for 4°C warming or more.”
Another sore spot for environmentalists is Trump’s
attitude toward the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Initially Trump said he would disband the agency,
but more recently he said he would keep it in a stripped
down form refocused on its “core mission of ensuring
clean air, and clean, safe drinking water for all Americans.” Myron Ebell, a leading climate skeptic with the
Competitive Enterprise Institute and no friend to the
environmental community, is slated to run the new
kinder, gentler and leaner EPA.
Meanwhile, proponents of pipelines to move petroleum products from the great gas and oil fields of the
northern U.S. and Canada are overjoyed at the Republi-
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President-Elect Trump has not been a fan of global warming
science. At this time, he does not plan on doing anything to
help preserve our natural resources. In fact, he plans to reduce
the role of government in energy and environmental policy.

can sweep of Election 2016. Given Trump’s stated goals
of reducing the federal government’s role in energy and
environmental policy while encouraging more infrastructure projects to connect production with markets and
consumers, environmentalists are bracing for a revival
of the much-disputed Keystone XL pipeline project that
President Obama rejected last year, as well as a green
light for the Dakota Access Pipeline project currently in
a holding pattern as native and environmental protestors
stage a civil disobedience camp-out nearby. Not surprisingly, shares in the two companies behind the respective
projects rallied following the election.
For their part, environmentalists are already starting
to refocus on what they can do without the support of
the White House. “Under President George W. Bush, the
environmental community took the battle to the courts
and Congress and watch-dogged political appointees;
we blocked attacks on the environment; we galvanized
the public to take action,” says Kate Colwell, an activist with the non-profit Friends of the Earth. “After the
more recent fights to kill the Keystone XL pipeline, ban
fracking and shut down coal plants, the environmental
movement is stronger than we have ever been.”
“We will have to harness our new energy, join together,
and use every strategy possible to fight against hate and
greed and environmental destruction,” she adds. “While
I wish we had a different fight before us, we must fight
the one presented to us. The future of our country and
planet depends on it.”
EarthTalk® is produced by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss and is a registered
trademark of the nonprofit Earth Action Network. To donate, visit earthtalk.
org. Send questions to: question@earthtalk.org

REVIEWS
Living from the Mountaintop: Be the
Mystic You Were Born to Be
by Christian Sorensen
Celestial Winds (October, 2016)
335 pages.

H

ave you ever allowed your imagination to soar to the furthest galactic reaches? Maybe you were lying
on a mountaintop--facing a star-painted
nighttime sky--and you traveled beyond
where your rational mind has ever gone
before? If you can relate to this feeling,
you will enjoy this thought-provoking
book. The topic is Mysticism and it’s
most likely nothing like you’ve ever read
before.
Living From the Mountaintop is an
experiential journey that takes the reader
from the myopic vision of our personal
battles in life to the sky view of the witness consciousness of our choices. Through the use of
meditation and other contemplative tools, we are encouraged to become free from whatever has us bound in life.
This book supports our progress through opening the

various energetic fields of our physical body uniting us
with the Absolute.
The pages are filled with inspiration and insight into
living a more fulfilled existence. This literary journey uses our world as a mirror
and training ground for the understanding of our soul’s travels—allowing our
consciousness to be expanded to a higher
perspective and deeper awareness. There
is a Divine presence that embodies every
cell, and it is up to us to tap into this
infinite energetic source. The words flow
effortlessly and leave an imprint on your
psyche. Christian touches on our human
emotions, life and death. Living From the
Mountaintop is another uplifting and
motivational success.
“My personal philosophy has always
been living life as your message. It is
living from the revelation of the mountaintop that returns you to your freedom
that is everlasting.” ~Christian Sorensen
For more information: www.seasidecenter.org or
attend a Sunday Service at Seaside Center for Spiritual
Living.

Coin Up App

W

ith every purchase, people can effortlessly donate
their spare change to a favorite charity or cause.
What is your spare change doing to change the world?
With the formal launch of the official Coin Up mobile
donation app – it is easier than ever to donate your
“virtual spare change” and make a real difference in the
world. The new app has been designed to help people
virtually round up their transactions from their debit or
credit card, and effortlessly give to their favorite charities. Making a difference for your favorite cause doesn’t
get any easier than that!
“Most people want to donate to charities, but get
caught up in their day without a thought for giving to
their causes. With Coin Up, once a user registers their
debit or credit card and sets a limit, the spare change
from their daily purchases will go directly to the charity
of their choice on an ongoing monthly basis.” explains
Leena Patidar, co-founder of Coin Up. Both Leena and
Scott Graham, co-founder, have been passionate about
developing a social impact company that can make a

world of difference.
The Coin Up app is easy to use. Simply download it
for free from the Apple app store, select your charity of
choice, register your debit/credit card and set a monthly
limit for the spare change round up. Once registered,
users can monitor their transactions and see the impact
of their rounded up transactions. For example, if the
purchase is $3.35, the transaction will be “virtually”
rounded up to $4.00 within the app. The app will calculate this $0.65 along with the other rounded up spare
change until the monthly limit is reached (or the end of
the month, whichever comes first). Digital donating is
secure, tax deductible, and rewarding to the soul.
For more information on Coin Up, visit the site at:
www.coinupapp.com Your Change. Your Impact.
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Mike Dooley
continued from Page 8

Resource Directory
Alternative Medicine

Animals
Animal Communication & Healing
Does your pet have behavior and/or chronic health problems?
Gentle yet powerful technique brings successful results. Questions
are answered, behavior and/or health improves, and bonding occurs.
As seen in S.D. on “10 News” and TV’s Rodger Hedgecock Report

-0$"5&%*/4"/%*&(0t7&5&3*/"3*"/3&'&33&%

(636) 875-6245

$ISJTUJOF/FMTPO 3/ #4/

Bodywork

Counseling
Beyond Talk Therapy
Penelope Young
Andrade, L.C.S.W.

(858) 481-5752
®

MasterCard

®

35 years experience
integrating the best
of traditional and
EmotionalMedicineRx.com
alternative therapies
penelopeyandrade@gmail.com
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Sad, Mad, Scared, Glad? Emotions are Medicine.
Heal anxiety, panic, depression without Drugs!
s %MOTIONAL -EDICINE s 2ELATIONSHIP #OUNSELING
s "ODY-IND 7ISDOM
Readers rave about Emotional Medicine Rx—Jane B. says:
“This is going to be the doorway...toward discovering and
supporting my undeveloped potential.”
Available at Amazon, Controversial Bookstore, Warwicks
and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.
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journal that answered me,
and I absolved myself of
all responsibility for what
it said. Turns out, the ideas
received come from my
higher or greater self. A
thought that’s more new
age-y than I like. Some
might call it soul-writing,
but that’s more religious
than I like. Apparently,
as was just mentioned
and as you’ll see again
throughout the coming
pages, there’s another part
of us that chose to be here,
a part that existed prior
to our birth and will live
beyond our death. And
this other part is very
much like us, including
our personalities. But just
as we chose to be here,
we also chose to forget
where and who we were
before we arrived, so that
we could be more fully
present as who we’ve now
chosen to be! Actually, I
think this makes a lot of
sense. It means that there
is the Mike Dooley I know
myself to be and the Pre–
Mike Dooley that I know
not of, who is still me but
with a far greater remembrance of all things. Hence
the terminology higher or
greater self, or the perhaps
relevant comparison of
that part of me to my soul.
These days, I don’t think
it really matters where
the answers come from.
It’s kind of like having a
cosmic ATM that keeps
dispensing free spiritual
currency. Would anyone
really care where “it”
came from as long as no
one was hurt, misled, or
shortchanged? As long as

the “money” was always
put to good use? As long
as it never failed? Right?

EFT™

X

Hypnotherapy

One of America’s few licensed EmoTrance» practitioners will teach and apply
EmoTrance»±a phenomenal new energy therapy from England, along with stateof-the-art comprehensive Energy Psychology Therapies, Clinical Hypnotherapy,
NLP, Coaching, and Intuitive Counseling in a safe and empowering environment.
Amazing accelerated techniques to rapidly reprogram your past, present, and
future±create balance and peace of mind. Sessions in person or by phone.

What Is Truth,
Anyway?
Overall, big picture, the
coolest thing I’ve learned
from this process, which
probably won’t seem very
cool to you at first, is that
there is a singular, benign
truth to all things, including life on earth; this truth
is attainable, absolute,
and objective, and finding
it will always afford you
maximum leverage on
creating major changes in
your life. If, indeed, you’re
someone who has any
interest in shaping your
future, nothing else matters as much as knowing
what the truth is concerning your situation and how
life really works. Relevant
truths can spontaneously
heal and restore, calm and
inspire, and help you to
laugh more and worry less.
Seeking them, however,
like creating change itself,
is purely optional.
I’ve sought such truths—
as you must have if this
book is in your hands—in
every area of my life, and
in so doing, I’ve discovered
who I am, why I’m here,
and all that I’m truly capable of doing, having, and
being. And the insights,
tricks of perception, and
handle on life that have
brought me so much can
bring you the same.
To my great relief, several characteristics have been
shared by all the answers
I’ve received. They’ve always been logical and
intuitive, to the degree I
can readily evidence their
existence in my earlier
life experiences. Fine for

Emotion Code

X

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA, ACHT
Masters in Psychology/MFCC
Holistic Practice since 1983
Award-winning book author
EFT Trainings/Seminars

Tranceform your life, relationships, negative
beliefs/emotions/issues, fears/phobias/pains,
compulsions, stress, traumas and barriers to success!
Kathleen Rick X (619) 523-4690
3940 Hancock Street, Suite 201 X San Diego, CA 92110
www.kathleenrick.com

Crystals
Bring in
this ad
"ÛiÀÊxäÊ`ÃÊvÊÌÕLi`ÊÃÌiÃÊUÊi>}Ê ÀÞÃÌ>Ã
for a
>ÞÊiÌ ÞÃÌÊi`iÃÊUÊ7`iÊ6>ÀiÌÞÊvÊiÜiÀÞ
20%
ÊUÊÕ>Ìi>>Ê>`VÀ>vÌÃÊU
discount
Direct Importer — Largest Inventory in San Diego!
on
Amethyst
ÜÜÜ°Ã>«ÀÌ°VÊUÊÈ£ÓÎnÇÇ
Geodes!
2461 San Diego Ave., Suite 104, San Diego 92110
)N /LD 4OWN BEHIND THE #AFÏ #OYOTE s Open 11–8 Every Day!

Dental & Medical Services

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

AMERICAN BI

DENTAL

s (IGH QUALITY SAFE BIOLOGICAL DENTISTRY AT A FRACTION OF THE USUAL COST
s 3AFE 3ILVER -ERCURY &ILLINGS 2EMOVAL s #OSMETIC $ENTISTRY
s "IO COMPATIBLE $ENTAL -ATERIALS s %NVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY OFlCE AT THE lVE STAR
'RAND (OTEL s &IVE MINUTE CAB DRIVE FROM THE BORDER OR PICK UP AVAILABLE
The American Bio-Dental Center has received extensive training in the body
chemistry interpretations, both by computerized presentation and for personal
presentation, in addition to the dental revision techniques.
 ,_HTPUJS\KLZ;LL[O*SLHUPUN 7HUVYHTPJ?YH`Z
 >PZKVT[LL[OL_[YHJ[PVUZI`<:[YHPULK4+++::\YNLVU
“I spent a fortune with another holistic dentist in the U.S. before discovering the American
Bio-Dental Center. They did an excellent job at a fraction of the cost! I am so pleased to have
found a biological dentistry clinic using the Huggins Protocol to refer my clients to.”
—Joyce Johnson, Ph.D., Nutritionist, Author, Talk Show Host

5V^6MMLYPUN9LNLULYH[P]L4LKPJHS:LY]PJLZ
Call today!t Visit: www.americanbiodental.com
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Dental & Medical Services, continued
Rev. Dr. Stephen A. Lawrence
Environmentally Conscious & Mercury-Free Dentistry
s 3AFE PROTOCOL FOR REMOVAL OF TOXIC lLLINGS OR CROWNS REPLACED WITH THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DURABLE AND LEAST TOXIC MATERIALS AVAILABLE
s 'ENTLE NON SURGICAL LASER GUM CARE AND MICROSCOPIC BACTERIA TESTING
s (EALTH AND NUTRITION COUNSELING WITH REVOLUTIONARY NEW PRODUCTS TO
BE CAVITY AND GUM DISEASE FREE
s 0LEASE VISIT WellnessDentalCare.com FOR MORE HELPFUL INFORMATION

 'RAND !VE 3TE  s #ARLSBAD #! 

760-729-9050
“Optimal Health & Vitality with Beautiful Smiles”

Holistic
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Dentistry

Relax in our spa-like ofﬁce

JEFFRY S. KERBS, DDS

The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School
of Dentistry Graduate
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Healing
Ɔ Healing From The Heart Ɔ

Products & Services
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me, right? You’d expect
as much, eh, drinking my
own Kool-Aid, as it were,
so let me objectify what I
mean. The answers I’ve received have further passed
what I now refer to as my
Beauty-Power-Inclusive
Litmus Test. They all:
1. Speak of life’s beauty, or
2. of our magnificent power,
while
3. leaving no one, under
any circumstances, behind.
Pretty simple, huh? Can
you beat logical, intuitive,
beautiful, powerful, and
inclusive for determining legitimacy? Seriously?
Besides, why would life
on earth be hard to figure
out? Wouldn’t you expect
that there are clear answers to your questions,
available and knowable
by all, that could help
people live and love their
lives? Why wouldn’t they
be obvious? These are
not rhetorical questions;
please suss them out for
yourself.
Now, of course, you
don’t need me or anyone
else to tell you the truth
about life on earth; you
can figure it out yourself.
And so could you learn to
sing like Michael Bublé,
spin yarns like J. K. Rowling, play tennis like Roger
Federer, or create an empire like Oprah Winfrey,
right? Not that what Roger
is to tennis, I am to truth;
knowing the truth about
life is fantastically easier
than winning international
tennis championships! It’s
just that my life and bliss
have led me to a path of
shining a light into darkness.

Health News
from page 11

(between 1.56 to 2.28 per
cent for the US and 1.86
per cent to 2.92 per cent
for Japan, respectively),
with the UK (1.36 per cent
to 1.86 per cent), Germany
(1.02 per cent to 1.56 per
cent) and Canada (0.85
per cent to 1.56 per cent)
following behind.
On an annual basis, the
US loses an equivalent of
about 1.23 million working days due to insufficient
sleep. Sleep deprivation is
linked to a higher mortality risk.
An individual that sleeps
on average less than six
hours per night has a ten
per cent higher mortality
risk than someone sleeping between seven and
nine hours. An individual
sleeping between six to
seven hours per day still
has a four per cent higher
mortality risk.

Recommendations
• To improve sleep outcomes, individuals should:
Set consistent wake-up
times; limit the use of electronic items before bedtime; and exercise.
• Employers should:
Recognise the importance
of sleep and the employer’s role in its promotion;
design and build brighter workspaces; combat
workplace psychosocial
risks; and discourage the
extended use of electronic
devices.
• Public authorities
should: Support health
professionals in providing sleep-related help; encourage employers to pay
attention to sleep issues;
and introduce later school
starting times.

Spiritual Centers

Self-Realization Fellowship
The Kriya Yoga teachings
of

Paramahansa Yogananda

TOPICS ~ DE C E M B E R

Receiving God’s Answers to Your Prayers
11 Yoga: Personal Experience of God
18 The Purpose of Life
25 Attunement with the Christ Consciousness

Dec. 4
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

A LL ARE WELCOME

Services every Sunday at
9:30 and 11:00 a.m.

San Diego Temple
3072 1st Avenue • 619.295.0170
www.SandiegoTemple.org
Encinitas Temple
939 Second St. • 760.436.7220
www.EncinitasTemple.org

Y O G A N A N D A – S R F. O R G

First Spiritualist Church
Where Angels Come and So Can You!
Pastor: Rev. Lorina Pyle

Healing Service, 10AMÊUÊiVÌÕÀi]Ê££AM
3777 42nd St., San Diego, CA 92105
È£Ón{{È{ÈÊUÊ£ÃÌÃ«ÀÌÕ>ÃÌV ÕÀV °À}
See us on Meetup and Facebook

Healings
Auric, Reiki & Theta

Spiritual Readings
Tarot, Astrology,
Psychic Fairs

Classes & Workshops
Healing Methods,
Psychic Development,
Universal, Tarot, Angel

Sundays at 10 AM
Peace Meditation at 9:30 AM

Celebrating Life
with Open Minds
& Loving Hearts

Spiritual Living Circles
1st & 3rd Wednesdays
at 6:30 pm

Rev. Jane
Westerkamp

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902
BlgoC5jmk7gfgh55R551118)(#.8-&8),!
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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AD TIMELINES
for November
CALENDAR,
CLASSIFIED &

Spiritual Centers, continued

Beach Cities Center for Spiritual Living
Transforming Lives, Empowering Dreams

DIRECTORY ADS & PR
due
December 15

Sunday Celebration Service @ 10:00 AM
Children’s Church and Nursery @ 10:00 AM

ALL OTHER ADS
by December 27
(760) 631-1177
lifeconnectionmagazine
@gmail.com

"DDSFEJUFE40.$MBTTFTt8FEEJOHTt8PSLTIPQT
4QJSJUVBM$PVOTFMJOHt.FNPSJBM4FSWJDFT
.JOJTUSZPG1SBZFSt#PPLTUPSF
Rev. Brian Anderson
760-431-8530

6066 Corte Del Cedro,
Carlsbad 92011 /FBS"JSQPSU

Rev. Sheila Anderson
beachcitiescsl.org

Publisher
from page 5

If I got the message correctly, if we have State legislators
chose U.S. Senators that means that people with money,
people like the Koch Brothers, can simply buy the legislators in each State and control the US Senate, as they control
the House. That’s the solution to mobocracy and money in
politics?
Doing that is easier than buying a State-wide U.S. Senate
race—fewer people to pay off. I’m guessing, but it sounds like
some of those letter writers must have been fiscal conservatives trying to save the Koch brothers money.
If people think that’s a good idea, then how can they object if we apply that principle to the Electoral College? What
if we suddenly discover the Electoral College is full of very
wealthy—newly wealthy—electors and when they decide
who will make the best president, they pick someone we
don’t expect? Our Constitution says that this is their job. It’s
not to rubber-stamp someone from some political party—a
party that was never mentioned or empowered in the rule
book, i.e, the Constitution. Can we fault them for voting
their conscience?
This generous contributory system of government we have
has proven to work over the long term. It works for Congress.
Why not the Electoral College? Why should those mobs in
the states decide?
I understand some states have laws that require electors
to vote a certain way, but conscience trumps law, doesn’t it?
If they didn’t vote as their states wanted, what might happen? We would hear of electors with sore wrists and lighter
wallets—fines that any civic-minded supporter of a contributory government would be happy to take care of for them.
We should get the mobs out of government, right?
I think the problem is too many of our legislators live in
the flow too much. That’s good if you mean the flow as written in the book Flow by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi. But their
flow is money determined. “Everybody knows,” to quote
Leonard Cohen.
I also know one thing that Csikszentmihalyi taught: “The
integrity of the self depends on the ability to take neutral or
22 | The Life Connection
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destructive events and turn them into positive ones. Getting
fired could be a godsend. . . .”
Well, no need to get political and talk about Trump doing
God’s Work by firing people, that’s not it.
What if this election meant that people started participating
in government? What if we could find a way to coexist with
people who think differently than we do and not feel attacked?
Have you noticed that there are people who are deciding
what issues are most important to them and joining with others to look at possible actions to take? I have friends doing it.
Isn’t that what the Founding Fathers intended? Participation?
One thing I differ with the media on—as I mentioned
earlier—is they say now that Trump has been elected, his
methods will change. Why?
I think what we see is what we get and will get. He runs the
media in circles by making unsupportable statements. Details
to follow? (Not yet). It sends them running to research the
facts and get back to him. When they do, he simply says he
didn’t say that or more often, he will be on to something new
that sends them off again. He owns them.
It’s a great way to distract people from noticing other things
that are going on, isn’t it? It never allows for resolution to
anything. It’s chaotic.
Maybe we need new bumper sticker, None Dare Call It
Terrorism. That’s what a terrorist does, isn’t it? Distract and
cause chaos.
I hope that changes. I’m looking for evidence. Maybe we
will finally look at those machines or the Electoral College.
Maybe we will decide to participate. Maybe people will realize
that their vote counts. Maybe we will discover it’s important.
I wonder who will change? The people or the government?
Us/U.S. or them?
Just as Thanksgiving came at a great time, isn’t it a great
time to hear the universal message of the coming season
right now?
Peace on Earth, and goodwill toward men. For all of us/U.S.

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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